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AAUP asks review
of all faculty files
BY SANDRA WRIGHT
Oracle Managing Editor

' i\ little sunshine

Photo by Jeff Steel

USF Council of Deans meetings are still closed to the
press, however Oracle photographer Jeff Steel was
allowed in during their meeting yesterday and got this
shot of Business Dean Howard Dye, left, and Social and
Behavioral Sciences Acting. Dean Travis Northcutt. A
story on the meeting, given after the meeting by Dr.
Carl Riggs, vice president for Academic Affairs, is on
page 3.

Thompson on Access
Ken Thompson, USF vice
Adfor
president
ministration, will answer
on
tonight
que s tions
Acces s
WUSF-FM ' s
question and answe r
program .
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see preview
on page 6

Pho t o

fur11 i~ h e 1J

Listeners may call in
questions to 89.7 at 974-2215
starting at 6:30 p.m .
Thompson coordina ted
the recently-released USF
conservation
energy
program.

The USF American Association
.of University Professors <AAUPl
has requested USF officials
review all faculty files and begin
to require all evaluations be
signed.
AAUP Pres. Jack Moore, in a
letter to University General
Counsel Larry Robinson, asked
the review "to see what files are
open to the public and what files
are not, and concerning what
information is contained in
various open and close files."
HE NOTED there may be information , such as policecollected dossiers, housed in the
files.
He said the idea of sfgned
evaluations would give the
documents credibility and would
allow the faculty to appeal actions the evaluations may spark.
"As I believe in standard and
just procedure, faculty members
must be permitted the right to
appeal any judgment or
evaluation or opinion concerning
them that is placed in any open
personnel file ," Moore wrote to
Robinson . " One cannot ask
questions of an anonymously
derived statistic , nor can one
address in person an unsigned
·
statistic. "
MOORE SUGGESTED faculty
be given " tim e to locate-,
exa,_mine , and , if necessary,
correct or add to such material as

Jack Moore
... asks review
is now in various administrative
files. "
Robinson said Monday he has
the letter '_' under consideration"
but said he has not read it yet.
Robinson sa.id he has encountered no police records in
any file he has reviewed. But he
said he is uncertain what information various files contain.
Moore said he had ''no desire to
obstruct the will of the people"
but said he . wished to protect
faculty rights . Faculty Senate
Chairman Jesse Binford said he
feels the personnel sections of
faculty files should be closed but
evaluations opened.
"I DON'T think the public has
a right to know (what's in the
personnel files ," Binford said.
"But students do have a right to

in
what's
know
those
evaluations .''
There is currently legal uncertainty about whether faculty
evaluations should be open. The
Florida Cabinet, acting as the
Board of Education, has passed a
closed
allowing
measure
· evalua_tions during the same
meeting it rejected a proposal
asking the files be closed.
"You could say, I guess, we
were snookered," Assistant Atty.
Gen. Rusty Ingle said Monday .
"The legal status of that one little
sentence that sneaked through .is
murky and in doubt."
INGLE SAID the Board
rejected the portion of a Board of
Regents <BOR> proposal entitled
"confidentiality of evaluations"
but passed another section which
contained one sentence stating
evaluations would be secret. He
said the Board members had not
studied the proposal carefully
because it was not controversial.
" It was some . anonymous
gobbledygook of the type the
BOR is always hoisting off on
us ," Ingle said .
Ingle said Atty . Gen. Robert
Shevin is considering reintroducing, in next week's Cabinet
meeting, a resolution calling for
totally open files. He said administrative evaluations are now
open although USF officials are
withholding them.
" They are definitely violating
the law," Ingle said.
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Soviet police take Solzhenitsyn
MOSCOW <UPll - Alexander
Solzhenitsyn, the Nobel
prizewinning author who has
become a worldwide symbol of
resistance to the Soviet state, was
arrested today at his Moscow
apartment and taken to the state
prosecutor's office his family
said.
"I'm not going voluntarily,"
Solzhenitsyn's wife Natalya
quoted him as saying when police
forced their way into his home
after the writer refused to answer
a summons from the prosecutor.
I.

Subpoena lost!
WASHINGTON (UPI) The Postal Service said
yesterday it had located
and delivered to Superior
Court the missing subpoena ordering President
Nixon to appear as a
witness in a White House
"Plumbers" trial in Los
Angeles.

Solzhenitsyn, under attack as a
traitor for publishing "The Gulag
Archipelago,"
his
new
documentary book on Stalinist
mass terror, defied his second
summons yesterday.

Eight support U.S.
WASHINGTON (UPI) - Eight
of the nine European Common
Market countries
decided
yesterday to support a U.S.
proposal for a conference on the
cost and shortage of oil between
Arab oil states and oil-importing
nations of the world.
Only France, which has pursued a go-it-alone policy in
dealing with the Arabs and wants
to buck the energy issue to the
United Nations, disagreed with
the Common Market position.

Hearst gets tape
BERKELEY, Calif. (UPI) The Symbionese Liberation

Army yesterday sent publisher
Randolph A. Hearst a tape
recording in which his kidnaped
daughter said. she was "okay"
and a letter demanding mass
distribution of food to poor
people.
The terrorist group indicated it
would hold her for at least five
more weeks, and demanded as a
"gesture of good faith" $70 of free
food be given to each poor and
needy person in California areas.
The food would be distributed on
Tuesdays, Thursdays, and
Saturdays for four weeks,
beginning Feb. 19.

their oil embargo against the
United States, Egyptian officials
in Cairo said today .

including the Watergate case and
impeachment proceedings
against Nixon.

Poll rates Congress

APPLIED MUSIC

NEW YORK (UPil - Only 21
per cent of the people believe
Congress is doing a good job
governing the country, according
to a Louis Harris poll released
Monday. The approval rating
was even lower than that given to
President Nixon in an earlier
poll.
The poll also showed the public
gave Congress even lower ratings
. on its handling of specific issues,

Village

Arabs hold meeting
CAIRO <UPil - Four key Arab
leaders will hold a summit
meeting in Algiers today to
discuss further disengagement
with Israel and consider easing

School
Arrnnt>:lni::

composition
Elcctrontc Musi<-

next session:

FEB. 18

SUITE 4C
505 W. HILLSBORO AVE.

239-9472

TAMPA, FLORIDA 33603

rescription Center

THE ONLY PHARMACY IN TOWN WITH
STUDENT, STAFF, & FACULTY DISCOUNT!
ON Rx's
10938 N. 56th St.

Phone 988-3896

Fla. files pollution suit
TALLAHASSEE (UPI) - The
Florida
Pollution
Control
Department filed a damage suit
of more . than $264,000 against
Citrus World, Inc., blaming the
corporation for a March, 1973 fish
kill in Polk County's Lake Effie.
The suit seeks $164,161.76 for
the fish destroyed, estimated at
more than $185,800 by the Game
and .Freshwater Fish Commission, plus another $100,000 in
pilnitive damages.

on auto windshields telling the
driver that for $20, a phony insurance card can be obtained for
use in passing state vehicle inspections.
Proof of auto liability insurance
is now required in or.der to pass
the aQnual vehicle inspections.

Fire hits Rollins
WINTER PARK (UPI) - Fire
destroyed the Lyman Classroom
building, second oldest building
. on the Rollins College campµs,
yesterday morning.
The building had . been
scheduled to be torn down last
year but was given a reprieve ,
when it was needed for storage
and to · house the · theater
workshop.
·
The two~story frame structure
was built in 1890.

Nicotine research
KNOXVILLE
<UPI)
Researchers reported yesterday
nicotine may cause heart attacks
in some smokers; and even nonsmokers in the presence of
smokers absorb enough nicotine
to affect certain blood components·.

State examines ring
TALLAHASSEE <UPI) - The
State Insurance Department
yesterday said it is investigating
·· reports of a.suspected illegal ring
counterfeiting · insurance identification cards and selling them
in Dade County.
The office said there were
reports leaflets are being placed

and declining car sales.

Society appeals
JACKSONVILLE <UPI) - An
attorney for the Florida Audubon
Society said yesterday he intends
to file an appeal of a federal
judge's ruling giving the 'goahead to offshore power systems
to build a plant to construct
floating nuclear power plants.
Attorney Frederick D. Palmer
said an appeal would be filed with
the U.S. Fifth Circuit Court of
Appeals in New Orleans on U.S.
District Judge Charles R. Scott's
order of Jan. 29 dismissing the
Audubon Society's suit.

Search ends
_ Judge's files open
TALLAHASSEE (UPI)
Attorneys for the JudicialQualifications Commission told
the State Supreme Court
yesterday every facet of a
judge's past should be subject to
the secret scrutiny of the commission.
But an attorney for Dade
County Circuit Judge Jack M.
Turner, seeking to spike a
commission investigations bf
bribery allegations on which
Turner has already been
acquitted, told the seven Justices
giving the commission a free
hand to investigate would spawn
a judicial "witch hunt."
·

South feels crunch
ATLANTA (UPI) - The Fed- .
eral Reserve Bank here reported
yesterday the
southeast's
economy in December began to
feel the crunch from ·the energy
crisis in rising unemployment

MIAMI (UPI) - A Coast
Guard search plane spotted two
fishermen in . the Bahamas
yesterday ending a massive air
and sea search.
Willard Hughes, 59, and his son
Willard Jr., 29, both of Fort
Lauderdale, appeared to be in
good condition as they waved at
the plane from the stern of their
disabled 23-foot boat, a Coast
Guard spokesman said.

"CUBAN 'MEMORIES'-YOU WILL NOT SOON FORGET."
-N . Y. Times
"A FASCINATING ACHIEVEMENT•••WISE, SAD AND OFTEN
FUNNY••• HUGELY EFFECTIVE AND MOVING AND IT IS COM~
PLETE .IN THE WAY THAT VERY FEW MOVIES EVER ARE."
-Vincent Canby, New York Times

·

"'Memories' has been
widely praised by critics
here and abroad. It
demands your attention
as cinema, as politics,
as a penetrating
view of Cuba."

"It is a miracle ... a
beautifully understated
film, sophisticated
and cosmopolitan in
style, fascinating
in its subtlety
and complexity."

-Archer Winsten. N. Y. Post

-Peter Schjeldahl. New York Times

The Oracle Is the official student-edited newspaper of the University of South
Florida and is published four times weekly, Tuesday through Friday, during the
academic year period September through mid-June; twice during the academic year
period mid-June through August, by the University of South Florida, 4.202 Fowler
Ave., Tampa, Fla . 33620.
Opinions expressed in The Oracle are those of the editors or of the writer and not
those of the University of South Florida. Address correspondence to The Oracle, LAN
472, Tampa, Fla., 33620.
Second class postage paid at Tampa, Fla. The Oracle reserves the right to regulate
the typographical tone of all advertisements and revise or turn away copy it considers
objectionable.
Programs, activities and facilities of the University of South Florida are available

to all on a non·discriminatory basis, without regard to race, color, religion, sex, age or
national origin. The University is an affirmative action .Equal Opportunity Employer.
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"CLEARLY A MASTERPIECE-.
IS BRILLIANT,
INTRICATE, IRONIC AND EXTREMELY INTELLIGENT."
-Arthur Cooper, Newsweek

"MEMORIES OF UNDERDEVELOPMENT"
Film Art Series

The First Post-Revolution Cuban Film Released in the U~l~
Thurs. Feb. 14 7: 30 & 9: 30 LAN 103 $1.00
.nt11E"91•-m..
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Fletcher bike path ok'd
BY MAHY RUTH MYERS

Oracle Staff Writer

Harmonica Harvey

Photo by Bill Cullerton

A green bough, sweet music and thou - or at least
. that is what Harvey Myers, 4FIN, might be thinking as
he plays his harmonica while nestled in the branches of
a large oak.

The Florida Department of
Transportation rDOT J has approved construction of a bike ·
path along Fletcher Ave., Joe
Hamilton, of the . Hillsborough
County
· Department
of
·Engineers, said yesterday.
"The Fletcher bike path plans
are complete, the specifications
are complete, we've got the
permit now and we'll begin adverfo,,ng it next we~k," he .said.
IIAMIL1;0N . said the plans
must be advertised before construction can . begin. He said the
bike path should be completed in
about 60 days.
·
. Hillsborough County Commissioner Bob Curry said the
delay in approval from the DOT
probably resulted . bec'ause
Fletcher Ave. is a "primary
road." ."This is the first time the
state has been approached with a
bike path along a primary road.
They've been setting guidelines

and requirements ," Curry . said.
CURHY said Hillsborough
County will spend another $50,000
to $100,000 on bike paths next
year.
"There may be a great deal of
federal funds available next year
through the 'state and so even
more will be built," he said.

Income tax
h_elp offered
.

'

USF students, faculty, or staff
members who . neeg help in
completing income tax ·r eturns
arid make less · than $10,000 can
receive help under the Incoine
Tax Assistance Program.
·
The program is being offered
through the cooperation of the
College of Business, Accountmg
students a~d faculty, and Personnel Training.
For reservations c;:ill 974-2438
or stop by F AO 122.

Curry and ·Hamilton both s·aid
construction has been delayed on
the bike path .set along 131st St.
because of drainage · problems
and problems involvirjg General
·Telephone's buried cable.
"'I'll E construction is being
done as fast as · General
Telephone cai1 expose the cable
and move it aside," Hamilton
said . The cable has to be exposed
by. hand, he said. ·
·
··
"l hope . this .path . .will be ·
completed by the end of next
month," Hamilton said.

.TONIGHT
MAD MOUNTAIN
MIME TROUPE
"an expenence m the

Theater c:o mmittee
ends investigl!tion
Theater Advisory Committee
chairman Ja.ck Belt said last
night the committee has completed its investigation of dissent ·
in the theater department.
Belt saidthe report was "being
typed" .and would probably be
delivered · to . Fine Arts Dean
Donald · Saff today.
Belt would not comment on the
contents of the. report .a nd said
disC:Jo.sure now Would be.
''inappropriate.''
Saff has said he.r equested the

Black week
features
Redemptize

committee look into the matter
after hearing reports of fear,
distrust, and dissatisfaction in
the department.
Theater Department Chairman
Herb Shore said yesterday he had
not seen the report ang did not
know its contents . "There are
problems in the department, but
none that can't be solved and
solved relatively smoothly," he
said.
Vice President for Academic
Affairs Carl Riggs said yesterday
he had heard of "rumblings" in
the department. .
Riggs said he has been
gathering information on, the
matter and no decision of any
kind has been made.

FEB 13, 14 8:30 p.m.

BY JILL AARONSON
Oracle Staff Writer

EMPTY KEG
75c STUDENT
$1.50 PUBLIC

The gospel group "Redemptize" will sing tonight at 8 p.m. in
UC 251 in a special choir jamboree organized to help celebrate
Black History Week.
·
The week is being sponsored by
f'le Black Student Union, CoChairman Claretha Saulter,
3POL. said yesterday.
Black ; istory Week was introduced in 1926 by Carter G.
Woodson, the founder and
director of the Association for the
Study of Negro Life and History.
Saulter said the Black Student
Union organized the week's
act"ivities at USF to make both
blacks and whites aware of the
accomplishments of black people
so as to instill black pride and
diminish prejudice.
""A rap night" is scheduled
tomorrow at 8:00 p.m. in UC 200
to discuss events involving blacks
up to I\l74. Saulter said.

aLENTINE'S
SPECIAL
towards your

U• • next pizza.

:\II Black History Week acti\'itil's are open free of charge to
l'\·eryorw interested. she said.
f<:ll'l'tions of Black Student
l 'nion officers are scheduled
lo<by ~Ille! tomorrow in the u:.:
Johll\". she saict. and any black
slu<knl ma~· \'OI<'.
:\llllt>lilll'l'llll'lll of tht• tll'W
officl'r:-. \\'ill lw made Fridav
nit.:ht ~11 a party at l'irll's 1\t: ti1·itit•s l.oungl' at \l. s~1ulter saict.
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DOMINO'S
PIZZA
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Cine more tolerant
in film instruction

letters

Head Theatre saves energy
Editor:
According to Thursday's Oracle, a
curfew is to be imposed on all campusactivities after 11 p.m. on weekdays
and midnight on weekends. We realize
the myriad of activities occurring on
campus
after
these
hours
(facetiousness intended.) One of these
energy consuming activities is a very
well-attended function called Head
Theatre. Hundreds of people gather in

the dark LAN auditorium every
weekend at midnight to see movies
from a single projector. Where would
these people be if they were not in a
dark room watching movies? Perhaps
running hundreds of stereos, TV' ~: , and
lights. Think about it and save Head
Theatre.
Jack Kiely

mus

Alan Jones
2DUS

Editor:
Deborah M. Norton : really Deb as if
students here at USF had any say in
administrative deceptions, or for that
matter, student preferences and
regulations; remember the URR? They
played music once, remember gang?
If you want to "stop it now ... It 's only
the beginning," I wish you all the luck
in the world, kid. I would even hazard a
guess Cine students would toss in a few
verbal hand grenades for the cause;
power to the people and all that jazz.
AS I Understand it, Fine Arts offers
individual film-making which is not to
be thought of as_ a si_n gular persoQ

Farmers plight told
I

Editor :
I believe this letter is necessary both
as general information and as an antidote to Tuesday's Oracle editorial. '
The food which reaches our tables is
produced by the poorest group of people
in the United States. The effects of
malnutrition, pesticide poisoning, anci
poor medical care yield a life expectancy of 49 years according to .
government statistics. Maternal and
infant mortality is 125 per cent higher
than the national rate, tuberculosis and
pneumonia occur 260 per cent more
often . The statistics go on ... the average
migrant house has 1.9 rooms and 90 per
cent have no indoor plumbing.
IF farmworkers were paid a decent
wage annually, they would be able to go
to doctors, send their children to school
instead of to the fields, buy good food
and live where they want instead of
typhoid camps. Farmworkers have
realized this for 100 years. The first
attempts to organize came in the late
1800's. At that time the U.S. was importing Japanese and Chinese workers
because they could get them cheaply.
As the Anglo, Chinese, and Japanese
workers attempted to organize their
efforts were broken by racism as the
growers successfully played one ethnic
group against another . This has been
used throughout the century against
Filipino, black, Mexican and anglo

ORACLE
ACP All-American since 1967

workers . Violence is another tactic
used by agribusiness . Migrant camps
were burned in the 1930's and people
beaten. The violence used against
strikers last spring is witness to the fact
that this tactic is still used to break
organizing efforts. In the 1960's farm
workers began using the boycottasking people not to buy certain
products and not shop at certain stores
to put economic pressure on the
grower-shippers so that they will
negotiate earnestly. In 1970 after five
years of strikes and boycotting, grape
growers representing 85 per cent of the
industry agreed to sign contracts with
the United Farm Workers.
Besides racism and violence, another
tactic agribusiness has used has been
pitting the huge Teamster Union
against the farmworker organized
unions . Teamsters have been invited
by agribusiness to sign contracts which
eliminated pesticide controls, overtime
pay, elected representatives, seniority
systems, paid holidays and had the
effect of lowering wages. This happened in 1970 when lettuce was first
organized by the UFW and again when
the contracts expired in 1973.
FARMWORKER~ are fighting for
their lives . It is very clear that although
progressive legislation is a help, even
good laws mean nothing when they are
not enforced. There are laws against
child labor and laws on housing standards and still we have child labor and
slum conditions. On the other hand good
legislation is next to impossible to pass,
due to the organized resistance of
growers as the massacre of Carlucci's
farm labor bill in sub-committee last
week will attest.

SDX Mark of Excellence
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handicappe d
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Editor .
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.Editor:
In the past few weeks, the library has
had additional book stacks installed on
the first and third floors. This has
caused already crowded conditions to
become nearly intolerable, and for
students and staff in wheelchairs, much
of the material will not be easily accessible .
This is truly unfortunate , but until we
are able to move into the new library
building we will need to squeeze over
400 ,000 volumes into a building
designed to hold 200,000 books . In order
to assist those individuals who cannot
physically get to the materials , I have
asked all library staff members to be
sens iti ve to this problem and would
appreciate your publi sh ing this letter in
order to inform handicapped students
they should feel free to ask any library
staff member for assistance in locating
books .
Dennis Robison
Assistant Director, Library

Farmworkers in Western grapes and
lettuce are on strike again. They ask for
your strength in the boycotts . The
Support Committee on campus asks
that you understand the problems farm
workers face whenever they raise their
voices in legitimate protest. The
Support Committee believes it is
possible to get 10,000 signatures, it is
possible to get more . We were
misquoted in Tuesday 's· editorial. Saga
infrequently carries UFW lettuce. Its
policies before Student Government
passed a pro-boycott resolution last
quarter have not changed since.
Managers are trained in public
relations to seem agreeable especially
when it costs them no change in policy.
So far, we and 2,000 other students are
asking Saga to use only UFW iceburg
lettuce and when it is not available
<Publix carries it regularly) to use
another kind of lettuce. The well being
of all people is more important than the
super-profits of a few.
Mark Alfonso

mus

making hi s singular film all alone .
Believe it or not , "crews" are used, and
the "Hollywood" style has been known
to lurk the hallways late at night.
Yes, it is true, each function does not
require the title of Script Girl, Camera
Operator, Sound Man , D.P. and so on;
such concerns are consolidated and
juggled as best as posslble by as few as
possible, owing to the independent
spirit of film-making. '
Now you asked for someone to tell
you the two sequences are the same. So
here I am to ask you this question; what
is the main reason for going through all
the problems of creating a film?
YOU ASK the students from both
schools why they are into film, and you
may come to a parallel motivation, I
bet you will ....
Then again, you may not. But I don't
think Mass Com would allow the in- dividualistic style of film-making to
survive, where as Fine Arts would
almost be compelled to by its nature to
allow the Mass Com form to exist.
SO MUCH for the theory, the fact
remains you or I have very little to say
about what happens to us here, do we
all agree? If you or I are unhappy
with the way things are going with film
here at good-ole USF I will gleefully
remind you all an "education" is in
a buyers market; that means such big
name schools out there in California
might take you in. Think about it.
John Reynolds
5ART

letters pol icy
The Oracle welcomes
letters to the editor on all
topics. All letters must be
signed and include the
writer's
student
classification and
telephone number.

Conglomerates biggest
foe of small farmers
Editor:
During our campaign to collect
signatures on a Petition, the Farmworkers Friends discovered very little
was known about the plight of the
farmworkers and the -Farmworkers
. Union . The United Farmworkers Union
began in 1961 and had its first contracts
in 1965. The union was created by
farmworkers, for farmworkers , by
Cesar Chavez.
THE NEED for this union was great.
The migrant farmworker has lived in
almost slavery conditions. In 1970 the
average migrant family earned only
$2,021 a year . For that year the poverty
level for the average four member
family was $4,000. The farmworker
only had half of what was considered
poverty. Two-thirds of all farmworkers
are not covered by the lower $1.30
minimum wage law for agricultural
workers and his average home has only
1.9 rooms . Over 90 per cent of these
homes have no flush toilet, sink,
shower, or tub . No toilet facilities are
provided in most fields for farmworkers , which forces the worker to
urinate and defecate in the fields .
The farmworkers are told to work in
fields alongside dangerous pesticides.
These pesticides ca use an e<:timated
75,000 acute poisonings annually to the
farmworker!
The life expectancy of the farmworker is only 49 years , while it is 70 for
the rest of us. Th e infant mortality and
maternal mortality rates are 125 per
cent higher than lhe national rate.
Tuberculosis a nd other infectiou s

diseases are 260 per cent higher for
farm workers. In the California Rural
Legal Assistance survey it was found 35
per cent of all farmworkers who use the
short handle hoe have permanent back
injuries.
THE FARMWORKERS Union has
repeatedly been under the threat of
destruction by agribusiness and the
Teamsters Union . Unions that tried to
organize the farmworker in the past
have been destroyed . The Farmworkers Union is not only fighting its
own destruction but the destruction of
farmworkers' lives. Some people have
thought farmworkers getting a union
would destroy the small farmer . This is
not true. The small farmer is being
squeezed out by such conglomerates as
Dow Chemical, Tenneco, Purex, United
Brands , and ITT , which are now a
major part of American agriculture. It
is these corporations the Farmworkers
Union is pitted against, not the small
farmer!
John T. Coffey
lCOM
This public document wa:.
promulgated at an annual cost of
$148,696.45 or 9c per copy, to
disseminate news to the students,
sta ff and faculty of the University
of South Florida. <Fifty-nine per
cent of the per issue cost is offset
hy advertising revenue.)

DOONESBURY
YOU
HEAR/J
!11£-Tf!E
ENER6Y

by Garry Trudeau
vvc.,,c
@(©) @c 1T's All. o~,

< OON'T YOU 5££?.I
!) (1 f' IT'S JUST NO GOOD
PRETEN/JINGI GO HOME TO
YOllR. FAM!i-1£5- 1Hlil<£'S
NO STORY RJR. YOll HERE
ANYMORE.I
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Walbolt writes offender

No new soliciting charges filed
BY JILL AARONSON
but deceptive," Walbolt said.
"I must admit they are
Oracle Staff Writer
The usual response from the
generally helpful ,". he said.
Assistant Vice President for
nptified companies is a
Busta said anyoqe approached ,
Student Affairs Dan Walbolt
proclamation of disbelief its
by a s_a lesman on campus should
yesterday said he has not
agents are using such tactics,
notify either University Police or
received any complaints about
Walbolt said.
Student Affairs.
on-campus solicitation since an ·
article on the subject appeared in
the Oracle Jan . 24.
Several . students had ·complained agents were on · campus
trying to convince them to buy
life insurance.
See more glass. That'.s beautiful. Come in and
JOE . BUSTA,
executive
assistant to USF Pres. Cecil
get your Tiffany-styled Pepsi glass: For 'one old
Mackey, said no one is authorized
quarter
(25~) you get some of that Pepsi and
to come on campus , and sell
. products ,. such as insurance or
· your_glass..
.- . , ·.. , .· - · . ·"
magazines, to students on
campus. ·
Then, t:ike it home, fill it with ice and you'll be
Walbolt said he has written a
letter to the company to remind
Holden something in which you can catch a,
its officials of University policy
little rye or whatever. Get that Pepsi gli3-SS, 25~·.
prohibiting solicitation.
at
the Andros Coffee Shop and Golden
He sai_d he has not yet received
a response from the company.
.Brahman Ice Cream Parlor.
against which most of the recent
complaints '.were aimed but he
Begin hoarding them; Mr. Caulfield would have.
anticipates a response · soon .
Walbolt declined to name the
company.
".
"WE HAVE had some cases
where the initial contact and the ·
. reason given . for the personal
interview could be called nothing

SEE MORE GLASS.
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Focus leaders sought
Applications for " Focus"
Information sessions for apstudent leader positions must be
plicants are scheduled tonight
submitted by Friday , Vicki
and tomorrow might at 7 :30 p.m.
Wallenfels, special assistant for · in UC 255 .
FOCUS said.
FOCUS sessions, scheduled
TWENTY , leaders and 10
June 27 through July 30, are inalternates will be selected,
depth orientation programs for
Wallenfels said. Leaders will be
entering freshmen , transfer
paid $225 and mom and board will
students and parents of freshbe provided.
men.
APPLICANTS must be fulltime students who have attended
USF at least two quarters and
· have · a 2.3 minimum GPA ,
Wallenfels said.
Applications are available in
Argos and Andros Centers, UC,
Fontana, ADM 151 and FAO 126
and must be turned in to the
Division of University Studies,
F AO 126, she said.
-Kevin Saunders, ABC·TV

USF ARTIST SERIES presents
THE ALIVE COMPANY'S PRODUCTIO N OF ...

Jt1Cfall

.,, ,

"If YOU SEE NO ·
OTHER FILM THIS .
YEAR,SEE'SACCO
& VANZETII'!"

Math talk
scheduled
Persons int"erested in the
" extremal
properties
of
polynomials" are invited to hear
mathematician Dr. Paul Erdos
speak on the subject here
Tuesday.
Erdos , ''.t1rrently a visiting
professor at University of
Florida, will speak in PHY 130 at
4 p.m.
The colloquium is open to
everyone .

LUn PAINT
& BODY SHOP
The place to have you
ar repaired correctly.

/$

"A MUST FOR ALL!
EXTRAORDINARY!
IT IS AS
REMARKABLE
AS 'Z'"
-Bernard Drew,

.

GANNETINEWS SERVICE

"UNCOMMONLY
INTERESTING,
DEVASTATINGLY
MOVING!"

"Impassioned and
powerful, capable of
stirring an audience almost
to a frenzy. DO NOT MISS
THIS SUPER-MUSICAL!"
-Clive Barnes, N.Y.
TIMES

- Hollis Alpert , SATURDAY REVIEW

SACCO
~

"This is the popular music
of the last third of the
century-IT HAS TO BE!"
-Derek Jewell, LONDON
SUNDAY
TIMES

"''I ''
,,,, , .
&//f/l f,,,,.s
tn.
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VANZETTI

and now yo~ can go to BREL over a million people hove
Friday, Feb. 22

Saturday, Feh. 23

USF CVM
8:30 p.m.

907 129th Ave
PH. 97 1-. 115

Wed. Feb. 13
7:00 & 9:30 p.m.
LAN 103 $1.00

5

USF Fulltime students $1.50
ON SALE NOW
Theatre Box Office l: 15-4: 30 weekdays

Tickets $3.00
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Sacco and Vanzetti' screened

"S a cc o a nd Va nze lli ," 2
r etell ing of th e 1920 tri a l of two
Ita li a n immi g r a nt s . will be
show n ton ight al 7 and 9 ::30 p .m .
in LAN 10:3.
Dur ing a " reel sca r e in 19 19 ,
Atto rn e y Ge ne r a l Mit c he ll
Pa lmer institutes a seri es of
r a ids
a ga ins t
r a d ica l
or ga niza t ion s s us pec ted of
conspiring lo ov erthrow the U.S.
governm ent.
WllIL E a ser ies of these r a ids
ar e tal;ing place on the east
coast. two shoe compa ny employes a re kill ed duri ng a ro utine
robbery.
A wee k lat e r , Sacc o a nd
Va nze tt i a r e p ick e d u p for
poss ess ion of fir ea rm s (a
violat ion
of
imm igra ti on
laws ) and when Sacco 's pi stol
matches the type used in the
robbery . the two ar e interrogated
a nd charged with the mur-der s.
Proof Sa cco a nd Vanzetti ha d

Mim~

Political persecution

be e n tr a ns port ing anarc his t
literature is thought to have
in flu enced the jury du r ing the 45day tria l and the two are sentenced to dea th.
ALTllOl!G ll robber y evidence

STRAWBERRY FIELDS BY THE SEA
$189.59

p resen ted

Depart March 15

The Mad Mountain Mime
Troupe is appearing in the SEAC
Coffeehouse in the Empty Keg
tonight at 8:30 p .m.
The troupe portrays everyday
life through mime and music .
Admission is 75 cents for
students and $1.25 for the public .

Photo furnished

... is the main theme of "Sacco and Vanzetti."

po int s to profession a l mobsters ,
11 supreme court justic es deny a
tota l of fi mo ti ons , 11 a ppea ls , a nd
'13 requ es ts for a new tri a l. More
than 17, 000 indi vidua l letters a nd
GO petitions from law school
fa culti es a re ignored and Sacco
and Va nzetti are electrocuted
des pile a plea fro m President
Ca lvin Cooli dge.
B.icca rdo Cucc ioll a as Sacco
won t he 1971 Cann es F il m
Festiv a l Bes t Actor Award.
Admi ss ion is $1 and ti ckets will
be ava il a ble a t the door 45
m inutes before each screening.

Return March 24.

2 meals a day and equipment included.
For details call Greatway Travel 229-7161

1

Counter-Culture'
offerings varied
" Jack the Ripper," the theories
of Charles Darwin, a Gilbert and
Sullivan musical, and many other
byproducts of the Victorian Age
will be featured during the
Victorian Counter-Culture,
starting Feb. 27 .
The Little Soho Underground
Bookshop will feature erudite
books like "The Clockmaker : Or
the Sayings and Doings of Samuel
Slick of Slickville" and other jabs
at Victorian prudery . The
bookshop will be located in UC
251.

The Victorian Counter-Culture
is designed to cover subversive
art , literature, and social thought
of the late 19th century.
" The
Victorian
era
is
traditionally thought of in terms
of respectability, propriety,
e arnestness , stability , and

Saga

-~tudy

Bicycle Shop

success , "
Dr.
Raymond
Schneider, associate professor of
speech and adaptor of "Jack the
Ripper," said. "It is a big safe
target, able to be criticized. But it
wasn 't all that grand."

The finest in Touring

Experienced &

and Racing equipment

prompt repair service

Fuji, Gitane, Sutter, Sekine

"MOVING AND

1:.\ all bikes fully
as.sembled & guaranteed

120 day service contract,

POWERFUL!"
SACCO&.
VANZETTI

Master Charge

- Stefan Kanter. TIME MAGAZINE

11148 N. 30th Street Acros.s from Schlitz

9 a.m. - 6 p.m.

TONIGHT!
Wed. Feb. 18 7 & 9: 30 p.m.
LAN 103 $1.00 OO

974-2439

SIXTH ANNUAL MODEL UNITED NATIONS

says

simulation of a UN Session

food starchy
A survey of campus residents
conducted last
week
indicates students feel they are
being fed too many starches, Ed
Fisher. director of Saga Food
Service, said.
"Sur veys are taken every
quarter ." Fisher said, "to get
students ' opinions on our ser··
vice ."
Fisher said menus will be .
rl'viewed to see if there is too
much starch offered in relation to
protl'in . It is Saga policy, he said ,
to rt'\'iew menus every week .
Thl'rl' is a problem with
stardll's in a large cafeteria ,
Fislll'r said . because of the large
,·arit>ty offered.
"Wl' don't control what
studt>nls eat." Fisher said . "If
tlll'y sl'lect too many starches
and not l'nough proteins. there is
nothing we can do ...
Fislwr said he and his
managl'rs will re\'iew the survey .

CHAINWHEEL DRIVE

General Assembly, Security Council, Committees Open to the public
The following sessions of the Model United Nations are open to the public. Interested persons are encouraged to attend, to observe the proceedings. To attend, go to the information desk in the second floor lobby, in the UC.
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
12: 00 noon · 1: 00 pm
Wednesday, F ebruary lJ , 1974
12:00 noon · 9 : 00 pm On -Campu s r egis t r ation

Lunch Break
Sunday, Februar y 17, 1974

UC 251

Thursday , Februar y 14, 1974 (Valenti ne' s Day!)
9: 00 am · 12 : 00 noon Registration
uc 251

1 : 00 pm · 5: 00 pm

Committee Meeti ngs
(same as abo v e)
Security Council
Hon . Sam Gibbons

J : JO pm · 4 :JO pm

uc

255-6

8 :OO am .

Buffet Br eakfas t , Red Carpet In n
" Wa ke -up, Ever y one ! br eak fa st "

9 : 30 am · 1:00 pm

'' Multinational Corporations''
12: 00 noon · 1:30 pm Seminar I
l : JO pm · J : OO pm

Seminar fl

Iba

5: 00 pm . 7:00 pm Dinner Break

tba

7·00 pm . 11 : 00 pm OPENING SESSION OF U C 248

D inner Break

GENERAL ASSEMBLY, MAJOR POWER SPEECHES

I ba

Recept ion , Red Ca rp et Inn Pool sid e
Friday , February 15. 1974
9 : 00 am
12 :00 noon comm i ttee Meetings
(s a me as a bove)
U C 255·6

MEETING ROOMS

SECURITY COUNCIL
Saturday, F eb r uary 16, 1974

UC 255·6

9 : 00 am . 12 : 00 noon

U C 248

Securit y Council UC 255 -256

U C 248
UC 255 ·6

-?mmittees:
Pol i t ic al and Securi t y
U C 248 N
Speci al Polit i cal
U C 248S
Tru steeship
UC 252
Soci al , Cultural & H u man i tar ian UC 25 1

General Assembly

General A ssembly UC 248 N &S

Se curity Council
12: 00 noon . l : JO pm

7:00 pm · 9 : 00 pm Da v id W heal . " Int ' !. E conom ic
Si tu a tion PH Y 141

UC 248
UC 255 .6

1: JO pm . J:OO pm Award s Banque t, Red Carpet Inn

6: 00 pm Committee Meetings
Polit ical and Secur i ty UC 248N
Spe ci al Politica l
UC 248S
Trust eeship
UC 252
UC 251 Socic l, Cultural, Hu manitar ian
Securit y Council
UC 255 ·6
· 7: 00 pm

General Ass embly
Security Council

l : JO p m . 5 :00 p m

5:00 p m · 6 : 30 p m
7: 00 pm · 8 :00 pm
8 : JO pm . 10 pm

L unch Break
General Assembly
Security Council
D inner Break

Dr . J . G . Stoessi ng er
" Th e Un i ted Nations" K ! VA

Rooms ava i labl e for Bl oc and spe c ial m ee tin gs:
200 , 201. 202 , 203, 204 ,
Keys are at information desk .
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Theater portrays dreams ·
.. Child of the Sea .... an original
chamber thea tre dram a. will be
presented today at 2 p.m. in LAN
Im as the second Litera ture Hour
presented this quarter.
Director and writer George
Randolph. oral interpretation
instructor. describes "Child of
the Sea .. as a "Salvador Dali.
surrealisti c. religious. Alice in
Wonderland ...
.\CCOHDl!\"G to Randolph. the
production is based on his own
dream experiences.
"I originally produced it in
1969. exactly five years ago."
Randolph said. "At that tim e. it
was done as a Litera ture Hour.
then taken to New York and
performed for a Speech Communication Convention."
"A lot of the show is not written
down and I wanted to redo it
before I forgot so I could make an

acc ura te record." Randolph said .
THE SHOW is presented in
black and white with a combination of visual. vocal. and
medi a effects to help the
audience create their own colors.
After a grandiose opening. the
audience is introduced to the
Dreamer . played by Mike

ROAD RUNNER TAVERN
Playing Saturday Nights

Herbie at the Piano Rhythm a·nd Blues
and Rock and Roll Music
Draft Beer 30c

Juergensen
to recite
<>raphics furnished

A dream world
.. .is presented today in "Child of the Sea," the second
Literature Hour this quarter.

Lecture explores
Atlantis theory
Dr. Albert Gessman, professor
of Ancient Studies, will speak on
the myth of Atlantis tomorrow at
7 p.m . in LAN 460 at a meeting of
. the Ancient Studies League.
The lecture will start with

Juergensen,
Hans
Dr.
professor of Humanities, will
give a reading of his poetry
Friday at 8 p.m. in the Physics
Auditorium .
written
has
Juergensen
"Hebraic Modes" and "From the
Divide" and is currently involved
in a government program
teaching poetry to sixth grade
students.
The poetry reading is sponsored by the USF English Forum
and is open to the public.

Carruthers, who leads us through
the world of his imagination. The
his·
in
character
main
imagination is the Child, played
by Joan O'Connell .
. THE PRODUCTION will be
repeated next Wednesday at 2
p.m . in LAN 103.
Admission is free.

Game Room
Pool tables

Foosball

Bowling & Pinball Machines
Dancing Area
Mon. - Sat. 9 am to 1 pm
Sun. 1 pm to .Midnight

7921 N. Armenia Ave. South of Waters
PH: 935-9829

Plato 's account of the lost continent and discuss the literary,
linguistic
and
historical,
evidence concerning Atlantis.
Admission is free.

Tampa's only Natural Foods Restaurant
serving fresh & wholesome natural foods
Wed. Feb. 13th:
Broiled Turbot Flounder Dinner w-organic brown rice, fresh garden salad, &
$1.95
wholewheat bread.

r·L·iM.EilGHT·i.
•

••••••

• , 0

••••••••••••••••••••••••••

with Claire Bloom &Buster Keaton
written, directed and scored by Charles Chaplin

ACADEMY AWARD WINNER

Best Original Musical Score
LAST FILM IN THE CHAPLIN SERIES
February 15, 16, 17
ENA
7&9:30p.m.
USF Students $1.00
Admission $1.50
Children under 8 $1.00
Florida Center for the Arts
Film Art Series

Thurs. Feb. 14:
Zucchini-Cheese Casserole w-homemade soup of the day, garden salad, &
$1.95
wholewheat bread.
Fri. Feb. 15:
Garbanzo Bean Loaf w-homemade tomato vegetable sauce, brown rice,
$1.95
garden salad, & wholewheat bread.
Garbanzo Bean Loaf w-homemade tomato vegetable sauce, brown rice,
$1.85
garden salad, & wholewheat bread.
Sat. Feb. 16:
Vegetable-Cheese-Nut Casserole w-brown rice, garden salad, & wholewheat
$1.85
bread.

5326 E. Busch Blvd.
(next to Pantry Pride)
988-3008

Temple Terrace
Mon. • Sat. • 11 am - 9 pm
Sunday 5pm • 9pm

February 13, 1974
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NATllRAL HEALTH FOODS

Modern languages without head

14401 Fla . Ave.
Ph . 932-5254

1

Parrish named caretaker'
Dr. James Parrish. former
LJSF
English
department
chairman for 11 years. has been
appointed interim chairman of
Modern Languages following
firing of Language Cha irm an
Cleon Capsas.
" It's kind of a holding action."
Parrish said last night. "It could
be for four days and it could be
four months. "
Parrish. whose position Capsas
termed "careta ker of the zoo"
yesterday, said he was appointed
by Languc:ge-Literature Dean
Philip Ric~ after what he
assumed was faculty con-

sultat ion. He said although he has
la ke n severa l languages. "I don't
knoll' any of them ."
He sa id he was chosen because
of his administrative ability .
' 'I'm almost a professional administrator." Parrish said.
"That ·s my only basis for
qualification for the job."
Parrish said he plans no subs tantive c hanges within th e
department.
" It would probably be inappropriate for me to make any

major changes in a discipline not
my oll'n ." Parrish sa id .
Former Chairman Capsas
charged he ll'as given a quil-orbe-fired ultimatum by Rice and
\'ice President for Academic
,\!fairs Carl Riggs last ll'l'l'k. He
said no reasons ll'ere gi\"C'n for
lhe decision.
Riggs yesterday indi cated
agreement with Capsas' appraisal of the si tuation but
declined further specific comment.

YOllH GOOD HEALTH IS OUR CONCERN
*NATURAL VITAMINS
*WORTHINGTON
*COSMETICS
MEATLESS MEATS
*BREADS· CEREALS
*HOFFMAN PRODUCTS
'
PLUS
FRESH FRUITS & VEG. YEAR ROUND
CHECk OUR PRICES!!
lOper cent DISCOUNT TO
STUDENTS, FACULTY & STAFF

A-C USED AUTO PARTS
SPEUAUZING IN FOREIGN CARS AND PARTS

ERA foe speaks

No decision
reached on
land offers

State Rep. Dennis MacDonald, R-St. Petersburg. will speak at
tomorrow's meeting of the USF College Republican Club 2 p.m.
in UC 251.
MacDonald will speak against passage of the Equal l{ights
Amendment. He is a leading contender for the Male Cha uvinist
Pig of thP Year award awarded by the Pinellas county chapter
of National Organization of Women.
Anyone may attend.

Bert Hartley, USF vice
president for Finance and
Planning,
yesterday
said
University officials are pleased
Clearwater has donated 150 acres
to the University for proposed
Bay Campus extension.
" We were very happy to see the
city develop a proposal whereby
the University could receive 150
acres of a 320-acre parcel owned
by the city," Hartley said.
Hartley said University officials should receive Clearwater ' s
official
proposal
outlining all details this morning.
"Members of the university
staff will analyze the proposal
within the next two weeks,"
Hartley said, "so we will be
prepared lo present all proposals
to the Board 'of Regents at their
:Vlarch 4 meeting."
USF has also been offered land
by St. Petersburg, Pinellas
County. and Fred Bullard, a
private developer.

10% DISCOUNT ON ALL PARTS
FOR USF STUDENTS
14525 FLORIDA AVE.

PH. 9:12-4329

---·- ·1.
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Chemistry
schedule
rearranged

:·

.· . . .

PRIZE
SAAB99LE.
The pride of Swedish engineering.
. Overhead cam engine, rack and pinion steering,
·
.·..
front wheel drive, fold-Qown rear see1ts.

The Chemistry department has
announced schedule changes
which will affect students preregistering for Qtr. 3 classes .
According to Dr. Jack Fernandez, coordinator of the
division of Organic Chemistry,
these classes will be offered
Mondays, Wednesdays and
Fridays: CHM 331-001at4 p .m. in
CHE 100; 333-001 only at 11 a.m.
in CHE 100; 335-002 at noon , CHE
105.
CHM 631-901 has been canceled.

20 PAIRS HART SKIS
Competition USA model ,Hart fiberglass, foamed wood <::ore

20 YASHICA CAMERAS

.

Atoron E.lectro model. Automatic ultra-miniature camera ·.

50 SAMSONITE'SUIT-PAKS · ·
Carries two men's suits, shirts, shoes, etc.
Expense-paid week for two in Austria
via Icelandic Airlines. Enjoy the,__________________________,
1. On entry blank at right . or piece
fabulous resort of Kitzbi.ihel.
OFFICIAL RULES

of 3 " x 5· paper. print your
name . address and zip. Mall to·
Dannon Yogurt Sweepstakes.
PO Box 651. Brooklyn . NY 11202

Plant clinics
set Saturday

250 WHOLE EARTH CATALOGS

2 Each entry must be accompanied
by two disks from con tainers of
Dannon Yogurt or the words
Oannon Yogurt prrnted in plain
block letters on a 3- x 5· paper

If you give or get a plant for
Valentine's Day, you won't want
to miss Saturday's plant clinic at
the USF Botanical Garden .
Dr . Derek Burch , Garden
director , will answer questions
and give plant growing advice
during sessions at noon and 2
p .m . The format of the clinics will
be similar to that of two sessions
held earlier this quarter.
Anyone in the University
community may attend . Because
clinics are limited to 30 persons
each. reservations must be made
by calling the Oracle, 974-2398.

·. ·.

3 Winners will be selected in

II
!

I

I
i

IL ..

random drawings conducted by
Marden-Kane . Inc . an
independent judging o rgani·
zation. whose decisions are
final. Limit one prize to a family.
Taxes on any prize are the sole
responsibility o f the winner. No
substitutions will be made for
any prize offered .
4 . Enter as o ften as you wish each entry must be mailed
separately Entries must be
postmarked by April 20. t 974 .
and received by April 30. 1974 .

5 . Sweepstakes open to residents
of States east of the Mississippi
River. except employees and
their fam111es of Dannon Yogurt.
and its affiliates. its advertising
agencies and Marden-Karle. Inc .
Otter void where prohibited or
restricted by law. All federal .
state and local laws apply.
• 1'1!.Q.PUB.Q.il!..~E

flfP\JlF\EJl _- .

Dannon Yogurt Winter Carnival Sweepstakes
P.O. Box 651 , Brooklyn, N.Y. 11202

Please enter me in your sweepstakes. Enclosed are two disks
from Dan non containers. or the words "Dannon Yogurt" printed
in block letters on a 3"x 5"piece of paper.

NAME- ·-·

ADDRESS- -

\ Please print pla1nly.l
- - -- - - - ----- -

- - - - -·
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USF's Lindsa y aims
for Walke r Cup team

sports

BY PAM JONES
Oracle Sports Writer
Many of the hopes of the 1974
USF golf team will be riding on
junior duffer Pat Lindsey, now·in
his third year as a team member.
Lindsey has collected several
honors during his years at USF,
including being named to the
NCAA College Division AllAmerican team last year. This
year, Lindsey is looking to the
University Division National
Championships in San Diego this
June.
PLAYING
GOLF
competitively since the age of 12,
Lindsey came to USF from
Tole~o, Ohio.
"I was invited
down by Wes Berner, the coach
here then," he said.
"I palyed a couple of rounds
with the boys on the team , and
Berner offered me a four-year
scholarship."
"I like to play golf because I
like to compete," Lindsey
commented. "It's stimulating to
get out there and compete·
against good players. In golf, you
don't have to worry about letting

EARLY BIRD SPECIAL
$1.95

COMPLETE DINNER FROM
SOUP TO NUTS

anyone down but yourself; it's
not like a team sport."
IN THE IMMEDIATE future,
Lindsey hopes to make the
Walker Cup team . "The first step
toward making the Walker Cup
team is a good college record and
a good record in the amateur
tournaments. Next year they will
play in Scotland, and I'd really
like to go," he said.
Looking further ahead, Lindsey
isn't sure what he will do. "The
future all depends on this next
year," he said.
"If I can prove to myself I can
compete, I'll try to make the pro
tour. I'd like to try playing pro for
a few years; the traveling would
be great. If I can't make the pro
.tour, I might go to law school."

5PM-7PM ONLY
DWFERENT ENTREE DAILY
AT THE

INTERCHANGE
RED CARPET INN
0

T. David Pulliam, D.D.S.

..

109 E. FOWLER AVE'
(JUST WEST OF 1-75)
933-6531·

Announces the opening of his offite
for the practice of

General Denti5try
at

Boulevard Plaza

::... ...

2410 E. Busch Blvd. Suite 301
·ay appointineni'

9

::

.. Phone 933-7813 ·

Photo by Doc Parker

Take that
USF

Club

FULL 4 PLY POLYESTER
YOUR
·cosT ·

SIZE

SIZE
A-60-13
G-60-14
L-60-14
G-60-15
L-60-15

\I

•

sports wire
FORT LAUDERDALE <UPI)
- Sponsors of the Sebring Sports
Car Race scheduled March 23 are
considering
postponing
it
because of .the tight gasoline
situation in central Florida which
would affect spectators, Race
Coordinator Reginald Smith said
yesterday.
··we are not talking about
canceling it, only postponing it,"
Smith said from his home here .
"We ha . ! been asked to consider postponing the race due to
the shortage of fuel in central
Florida," Smith said . "It has
nothing to do with fuel for the
racing cars - we've been given a
virtual commitment of 75 per
cent of the fuel we used before .
··But th e local gasoline
situation is acute and we have
lwen asked by the local
authorities to consider this - and
ll'P are considering it."
Tlw race already has been cut
almost in half. from the 12-hour
format of all the past races to a
I~.ooo - kilom eter r ace. which
11·<n1lct require ro ughl y six hours
to run 01·er the Sebring Airport
tr;i\'k .
Thi• r;1ce draws thousands of
sp1•1·t;1tors. but the fuel shortag1;
might L'Ut into a tt e ndan ce.
p;irtirnlarlY with the threat of a
Lll'k of fuL;I in central Florida
:-;mi th said Ill' hoped to have an
:111s1n•r nn the postponement "i n
:1 liout s1•1·pn days ...

FET

LEHAVRE
SPORT CAR TIRE
NARROW WHITE

520 x 10
550 x 12
600 x 12
520 x 13
560 x 13
600 x 13
615 x 13
650 x 13
700 x t 3
A78 x 13
560 x 14
695 x 14
735 x 14
560 x 15
600 x 15L

i:-78-13
E·78·14
f·78-14
6·78-14
H·78-14
J-78-t4
6·78-t5
H-78-15
J·78-t5
l-78-15

2.02
2.90
3.49
2.96
3.47

24.63

28.86
33.96
28.86
34.38

YOUR COST

FET

13.72
16.35
t7.00
15.92
17.76
16.30
17.99
16.85
17.42
17.59
17.33
15.63
17.63
15.29
t8.57

1.16
1.36
1.35
1.46
1.45
1.61
1.45
1.82
1.88

L83
1.53
1.88
1.96
1.74
1.92

--18.75
20.10
21.03
21.61
22.86
24.18

22.03
23.22
24.69
24.91

LEHARVRE RADIAL
SPORT CAR TIRE
SIZE
t55 SR·l2
155 SR·l3
165 SR·l3
175 SR-13
165 SR·l4
t75SR· l4
t55SR-15
165 SR-t5

YOUR
COST

FET

26.t9
26.74
29.36
28.52
30.89
28.64
30.17

1.49
1.61
1.84
1.86
l.92
2.05
1.92
2.00

--25.00

FET
1.95
212
2.37
2-53
2.75
2.89
2.60
2.80
3.0t
3.13
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THESE RADIALS
FIT MOST COMPACT m
~
CARS BOTH FOREIGN m
:II
fl)
AND DOMESTIC GET EVEN BETTER
:II
Zit
GAS MILEAGE - THIS Cl
;:
IS A PRICE YOU
~
CAN AFFORD
:II
I

...

988-4144 - Front end check free - Alignment for USF students, faculty, and employees - $6.95 most cars - Get our prize on front end work - Computerized
Electronic Balancing

WITH A NAME LIKE DUDDY'S, YOU'VE GOT TO BE DIFFERENT!
TRAC-ACTION ~
STEEL BEL TED
50 SERIES
~RADIALS - WHITEWALL
SIZE

YOUR
COST

FET

SIZE

YOUR
COST

FET

850-13
6.50·14
M50-14
E50·14
G50-15
L50· I5

31.77
40.11
48.03
37.32
40.38
47.20

2.19
2.84
3.43
2.52
2.77
3.64

AR70·13
FRJ0-14
GR70-14
FR70· 15
GR70· I5
ER78-14
HR78-14
JR78-15
LR78-15

32.69
41.79
43.93
43.20
45.52
36.62
43.96
47.15
49.09

2.17
2.91
2.88
2.85
3.06
2.30
2.92
3.43
3.48

RAISED WHITE
LETTERS

:II

m

fl)
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~
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....,,-<
~

~

:II

m
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National Student Exchange Program

Application Deadline For Fall
1974 Exchange Is March 1, 1974
Over 25 universities now in NSE Program in all
sections of the country.
Freshmen and
sophomores with 2.5 average are eligible. See
Chris Randall at Off-Campus Term Program,
FAO 122, Ext. 2536.
~ccccccccccccCXX!2cccccccccc=-cccccccc

Books get once over
Elma Hogan, Bookstpre clerk, skims
through "I'm OK, You're OK," one of 10
novels on the Bookstore's current best

We think food
is important
at .Weight
.Watchers.I<

Photo by Bill Cullerton

seller list. Other books are listed in a
story which appears elsewhere on this
page.

Council of Deans ·seek
honor student change
BY \\'A Yl\'E SPRAGUE

Oracle Staff Writer

The Council of Deans, meeting
behind closed doors, yesterday
passed a motion recommending
changes in the system of
classifying honor students, Vice
President for Academic Affairs
Cai:! :Riggs said.
The motion recommended any
student who is within the top five
per cent of his college for three of
four quarters shall be designated
a "President's Scholar." The
student must not take the courses
pass-fail and must take 12 or
more hours quarterly.
All such students would be
recognized at the next annual
Fall Honors Convocation . if the
proposal is gccepted by Riggs.

The motion also recommended
special designations be given
graduating · students who ~arn
high GPA:s.
Studer.ts with a GPA between
3.5 and 3.71 would be designated
"cum laude," students with an
average .between 3.71 and 3.90
would be designated "magna
cum lau<le," and students with a
GPA above 3.9 . would be
designated "summa cum laude."
In other council action, Riggs
said USF Pres. Cecil Mackey told
the deans the University plan for
asking for funds from alumni
would soon be made available.
The council also discussed a
proposed uniform state-wide·
course numbering system, Riggs -

Unity group forms
The Center for World Order, a
newly organized USF group, is
built on the idea organizations
·- can be developed to make a more
orderly world, Russell Cooper.
professor of Interdisciplinary
• Social SCience and Center
chairman, said. ·
One purpose of the Center is ''to
bl' .con~~rned with what causes
the increases and decreases in
conflict or collaboration beyond
national boundaries," Cooper
said.
TWE:'\TY-SIX

FACULTY

members and six students are
groµp members, he . said, ·and·
anyone concerned with order can
join.
_
Cooper said, "We're unique in
that faculty and students are
tnl'l'ting as equals with the same
l'oncern.
Thl' Center meets every three
\H'('ks to look ·at some aspect of
till' world situation, he said.
Friday, U.S. Rep. Sam Gibbons,
D-Fla .. will speak to the group on
"multinationals."
!\lultinationals
are
corporations ·with world-wide
ramifil'at ions and they do $500
billion worth of business, Cooper
said.
"TllIS IS a major issue now
dl•n•loping ... he said. "The
qul•sti1111 is will thesl' dominate
and ta kt• m·t•r thl' small countries

in which they operate, or will
they help provide a more orderly
world."
Anyone interested may attend
the Friday meeting which will be
at 3:30 p.m. in the UC ba.llroom.

USF book list ·
representative
of national one
USF best sellers correspond
almost exactly with thP. Chronicle
of Higher Education's bestselling · booklist, . Elma Hogan,
General
Book · department
manager, said.
The Chronicle's latest list,
based on reports from 64 college
bookstores, rated "I'm OK,
You're OK," by Thomas A.
Harris the best seller, followed by
"Chariots of the Gods 9 , " "The
Best and The Brightest," "Our
Bodies, Ourselves," "America,"
"Journey to Ixtlan," "The Joy of
Sex," "Jonathan Livingston
Seagull." "A Separate Reality"
and the tenth best seller , "The
Making of a President." by
Theodore White.
Hogan said all of these hooks.
t>xcept "America." are available
at the UC bookstore.

said. The system would give the
same course number to similar
courses in all the state universities and junior colleges, making
transfers easier.

\Veight Watchers® is a weight control
program that allows ypu to have plenty of food
- even some of those you thought were
fattening. Eat pork, ham, rice, beans,
potatoes, hread. It's all in the \Veight
\Vatchers 1' prog1«im. Ycni learn how to lose
weight and still eat three well-balanced meals
a day, plus snacks.
But \Veight \Vatchers:l\ is more than a food
program. You don't have to he alone anymore:
Lecturers and classmates give you
·
encmu;agement and understanding. \Veight
\Vatclwr.s" is scientHk, certain and safe.

SUMMER JOBS
Guys & Gals needed for summer
employment at N'ational Parks,
P•ivate Camps, Dude Ranches and
Resorts throughout the nation.
Over 50,000 students aided each
year. For FREE .information on
student assistance program send
self-addressed STAMPED envelope to Opportunity Research,
Dept. SJO, 55 Flathead Drive,
Kalispell, MT 59901. ·
.... YOU MUST APPLY EARLY . ...
1 HIS SHHJFN I

A~~1SI

ANCf PROGRAM HAS BEEN

RF.VIE\NE_[J BY THF f.EDEAA1 f _R ADE COMMISSION

MEETINGS

"TRIUMPHANT!
IT

Temple Crest Comm. Ctr. 37th & Bird Street

WILL FASCINATE
YOU!"

· Thursday .........7:30 p.m. Friday ...........9:30 a.m.
Seminole Hgts. Comm. CTR·

. -Judith Crist, NEW YORK MAGAZINE

"A FILM NOT TO
BE MISSED!"

N. Florida Ave. Wednesday.........7:30

v.m.

-Jerry O'Connell, SHOW MAGAZINE

For many more listings of meetings in the

SACCO·&.

Tampa area, call our main offices.

V~~ZEn'l

for more information
about meetings • • •

call collect (813) 877-6796
collect calls cheerfully accepted

\ 'TONIGHT!~.
Wed. Feb. 13 7 & 9: 30 p.m.

LAN 103

-

WEIGHT WATCHERS®@®
•f1GHf WATCM(JIS ' ""'0.All( ll(GISUllllO UU1Q(YAllKS 0' lilr(IGMT *AICK(ll.$
'"'1(111 ... AfoO"'A~ 1.otC GllfAT "'(Cll M V t•(>GHf •'-'CH(llS '"1(1110t110H•l '"•

$1.00

GRAND OPENING

ONE FREE WEEK OF ·o~\Y CARE
MONTESSORI DAY CARE -CENTER
933-1107

238-6315
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HELP WANTED

I

)

LIKE entertainment? The Oracle needs two
or three people interested in writing about
campus activities. Call Anne or Valerie,
974-2619 or come by LAN 469. All majors
are eligible.
·

TERM

PAPERS

typed-quick,

neat

and

accurate. Reasonable rates. Contact

FAST,

accurate typing service. 48 hr.

service in most instances . 2 min. from
USF. Between 8:30 and 5:00 call 879-7222
ext. 238. After 6:00 call 988-3435. Ask for
Liz.
SPECIALIZED TYPIST
IBM CORRECTING Selectric, carbon ·
ribbon, pica or elite. Greek symbOls. Exp.
Turabian, Campbell, APA, etc. · 5 min.
from USF . Nina Schiro, 971-2139. If no
answer, 235-3261.

ACCOUNT! NG MAJORS
Financial & Budgetary Officer wanted. For
immediate employment contact Patti
University Volunte.r Services.
974-2388 SOC 7P

TYPING, Fast, Neat, Accurate, Turabian.
I BM Corrective Selectric. Carbon ribbOn.
Pica or Elite. All types of work . Machine is
.great for professional looking · Theses.
Close to USF. 988-0836 Lucy Wilson.

(

MISC. FOR SALE )

35mm CAMERA-Nikkormat by Nikon with
"FTN" meter, $140. 28mm wide angle lens
to fit Nikon, $60. Both for 5190. Must sell.
Great condition. Ph. 971-1023. Ask for Bill.

FOR RENT

J

SUBLET one bedroom apt. Furnished, some

rooms carpeted. Start on or before Mar.
1. Call 977-0697 s120 per month.

AFRICAN Lion Hunting Dogs (Rhodesian
Ridgebacks). Puppies 5 wks. WormedShots-Best protection and catch dogs for
hogs, deer, bear and large game. Call 2382622 mornings-nights.

71/2
MINUTES
FROM US F
New complex on 5 acres. Children & pets
welcome. No lease. 2 bedrooms, wall to
wall carpet; drapes; Central heat & air;
Furnished $180. Phone 988-5263 days. 9885614 evenings & weekends.

SCUBA Diving Equipment - most major
brands available at discounted prices. Buy
now and be prepared for spring break and
next quarter's scuba class. Call Don
Saunders, ETA 120, 974-6541.

TERRARIUMS for Valentine's. Bottle
gardens, Cactus dishes. Reasonable 9353537 .

:rAKE OVER lease on one bedroom furnished apt. close to USF. Take over lease
for 550. Occupant leaving by Feb. 21. Also:
19" Admiral TV, black & white. Call 9710263.

SMOOTH gaited western pleasure horse.·
Gentle but spirited. $275. 935-3537.

FOREST HILLS . Darling 2 BR with shag, air

con., stove, refrig. Prestige area, fenced
yd., well. Lease. $200, plus $100 damage.
Owner 985-1078, 933-3973.

DESPERATELY need someone to take over
my contract at Fontana Hall for 3rd Qtr.
Call -Drake eves. after 9:30 971-7656.

LA MANCHA DOS, Tampa's only student
apt. complex. $72-90 per month. 1 block
from campus on 42nd St. 971-0100.

PRE-1900 Upright Piano; excellent condition
$200.00. Call 971-8354 after 5:30 p.m.

(

MOBILE HOMES ]

WOODED lot for mobile home. 5 min. from
USF, $50 monthly, includes water, sewer.
Quiet, beautiful, boat ramp, fishing. Call
Bob 988-4085.

MUSICAL

l

FLUTE for sale. Artley silver plated closed
hole in good condition. Plays easily . Ask
for Scott Johnson Iota Rm . 222 974-6215 or
6216. Asking SlOO.

)

RIDES

)

TRAILS

988-0045

VAN for sale. '69 Ford Van, low mileage, 6
cylinder, automatic. A bargain for $900.
977-4947 afternoons. .
.
.
'71 TOYOTA Corona, 4 door, vinyl top, air
conditioned, luggage rack, and trailer
hitch. Very good condition · & gas saver.
Needs some engine work. Reasonable 9713489.

Classifieds

a...o ....

OUTFITIERS FOR CAMPING.
BACK PACKl.NG.
CANOEING
',

.......... .

Aliff

FLORIDA TRAILS
t\SS()CIATION. INC.

·11w11ut.1n
Mil&

MALE ROOMMATE needed . !'ates Apartments. 971-3423. Call anytime. 2 Bdrm, 2
Bath.
NEEDED NOW! Female roommate to share
2 bdrm. apt . with 2 girls: Very close to USF
Only $65 a month. Call after 7, 988-0319.

ROOMMATE needed to share furnished 2
bedroom 1112 bath apartment. Will have
your own room. Rent is $66.00 a month and
one third of utilities may move in anytime
after March 16. Contact Sharon 977-1585.

FOUND: Black kitten with white collar. If
not claimed we'd like to give him to
whoever wants him. Please contact Chris
or Lee, Mu 133 USF, if he is yours or you
want him.

c

PERSONAL

l

FORMER SCOUTS : Do you want to continue
the principles of Scouting? Would you join
a fraternity founded on the principles of
scouting, by scouts? Then check into Alpha
Phi Omega National Service Fraternity .
We will hold open meetings on Feb. 13 & 14
in UC Rm. 255 from 8 p.m . to 10 p.m. We
want to meet you.

REAL ESTATE

1

OVERSIZE 1;, ACRE
Near USF, Yr. old 3 BR, 2 BA, huge LR, Pan.
family rm., Ser. porch, Cen. H&AC, Cptd.,
Drapes D-wash., Ref., Wash-Dry. Free
water, County taxes. 71;, per cent mtg .
$35,900. Owner 988-3896 or evenings 9880063.

[

Ph. 974-2620

,s.i..

' at La
WANTED: Girl to sublet an apt.
Mancha Dos. Rent only 567 .oo per month.
Call Doris at 879-7700 or 971-8354 after 5:30
p.m.

1 .(

FOR SALE: Akai 8 track recording deck.
Needs minor adjustments. Make offer . 9713674 after 7 p.m .

...., ,,_,

We Carry CAMP TRAILS, WENZEL, Qin STAG,
COGHLAN'S OPTIMUS, MOUNTAUfHOUSE; .
COLEMAN & OTHERS
.

APTS. & HOUSES
TO SHARE

(TV, RADIO, STEREO

INDEPENDENT girl in wheelchair needs
ride on Tuesday, Thursday from Plant
City to USF . Will pay for ride. 752-8240 .

...
1-•.

0,.. n....., Fri., s.t. ,_,

FOR SALE: ' 68 Firebird convertible auto-T,
A-C, and PS. Power top, new tires.
Economical · 350 engine. For more information call Steve at 971-3125.

GREEN OAK Villa - New 1 & 2 Bedroom
furnished apartments; Varied lease; near
USF . Call 971-4408 or 971-1424.

IR I SH Setter Puppies, AKC, $75 and up, 9496335 .
.

[

AUTOMOTIVE

'67 CAMARO, headers, Nabb wheels. S750 .
8508 11th St. after 4:30 p.m .

CANOE RENTALS-SALES
DAYORWEEK 935-0018

DELIVERY help wanted, part time afternoons or full time day 10-7 p.m. 223-5439
or 971-3674 after 7.

(

(

EASY

QUALITY
CAMPING EQUIPME
8711 N. 40th St.

Cynthia at 971-5984 any.time after 5:30.

ARTIST.
TIRED OF WAITING ON TABLES?
fast sketch portrait artists.
APPLY : Tues. thru Fri.
Busch Gardens
30th Street entrance
In c-o Claudia Van Koba

(

I

SERVICES OFFERED

AllS)

MISCEUANEOUS )

SEAC sponsors second coffee house
auditions for Qtr. II . Musical and other
appropriate talent should sign up by Mon.
Feb. 18 in CTR 222. Future student coffeehouses will consist of talent screened at
these auditions. Auditions will be held
Mon. Feb. 18 in Empty Keg, 8: 00 p.m.

10 WEEK SCHEDULE
(SAME AS OTHER USF COURSES)
Enrollment Unlimited
CHANNEL 16
WUSF-TV

(* courses 1isted with incorrect numbers
in class schedule. Please use numbers
shown here.)

USF College Credit Courses by television - in YOUR home or
in a reserved room on campus. Each lesson broadcast twice.
QUARTER I II SCHEDULE
ANTHROPOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES (4)
4395 ANT 371-501
(Dr. Evelyn Kessler) MTR 4:30 or 7:30 p.m.
1851 ART . 310-501
INTROOIJCTION TO ART (3)
(Mr. Bruce Marsh)
MTR 5:30 or 8:00 p.m.
HISTORY OF ECONOMIC THOUGHT (3)
0291 ECN 489-501
(Or. Emil Kauder) MTR 5:00 or 8:30 p.m.
ISSUES IN MUSIC. (2)
2107 MUS 371-501
(Or. Jacques Abram) F 5:00 or 8:00 p.~.
4804 PSY 201-501
INTRODUCTION TO PSYCHOLOGY (5)
(Or. Paschal Strong) MTWRF 3:30 or 7:00 p.m.
5109 SS! 301-501
SOCIAL SCIENCE STATISTiCS (4)
(Or. Karl Achenbach) MTRF 4:00 or 9:00 p.m.
NEW COURSE BY RAO I0 (WUSF-FM, 89. 7)
2025 MUS 205-501
INTRODUCTION TO ELECTRONIC MUSIC (3)
(Dr- Larry Austin) . MW 4:00 p.m.
HOW TO REGISTER:
FILL OUT YOUR REGISTRATION FORM THE SAME AS FOR OTHER
COURSES. Be certain you have the correct reference number,
prefix, course and section n.umbers.
WHEN YOU REGISTER, NOTIFY THE Y.O.U. OFFICE IMMEDIATELY
so your name and address can be put on the list to receive
a course syllabus, viewing schedule, and other necessary
information prior to the beginning of classes.
Y. O. U. IS LOCATED IN THE BASEMENT OF THE LI BR ARY, UL I 20-D.
TELEPHONE: 974-2341, ext. 23.

"We Sell the Best & Fix the Rest"

237 EAST DAVIS BlVD.
Florida 33606
Phone 255-1361

-.~-Tampa,

Hardware Keys Made

• 15 SPEEDS • 10 SPEEDS • 3 SPEEDS
• Mosler Charge
• Fin~ncing
Hours:
M, W, f 10 om-Bpm
Tu. Th, S, 9,JO om-6pm

• LIGHTWEIGHTS • FOLDAWAYS
•TANDEMS •ADULT TRIKES
• BOYS' ~ GIRLS' BU2Z BIKES

NOTE: All bilres sold fully assembled
and tested

• Crescent • Maserati • Mercier • Sekine • Bottecchia
• Motobecane • Gitane • flandria • Coppi and
LAMBERT 11te world's lirs1 Aeto Space like.
The finest in bicycles, accessories ond opporel .
SALES •PARTS • REPAIRS • RENTALS

ll

Cartagena/Santa Marta
8 days 7 nights* * $236.00 incl. rur fare For Details contact
American Overseas Travel Corp University of South Florida
Adm. 102, 4202 Fowler Ave Tampa, Fla. 33620 PH. 974-2695

YOUR ON CAMPUS TRAVEL AGENCY
* * departures available for Spring Break

